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Ample accumulated evidence During Operation “Protective Edge,” which started (July 8, 2014) in 
response to terrorist attacks from the Gaza Strip aimed at Israeli civilian and military targets, links 
Palestinian terrorist organizations to the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees 
(UNRWA).    

Opening fire and launching rockets in vicinity of UNRWA facilities or from its premises   

• The IDF Spokesperson reported that 11 mortar shells were fired by terrorists on August 2 from 
the vicinity of an UNRWA school in the Zeitoun neighbourhood in Gaza. (Appendix -1) 
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• On July 30 IDF forces uncovered an attack tunnel reportedly dug from inside an UNRWA health 
clinic in the area of al-Farahin in east Khan Younis. During IDF searches Hamas operatives 
detonated 12 explosive charges planted inside the building, killing 3 Israeli soldiers. 1F

2  

• On July 25 Palestinian terrorists fired mortar shells and anti tank rockets from the vicinity of an 
UNRWA school and from inside it2F

3, causing the death of an Israeli soldier. 3F

4  

• The IDF Spokesperson reported on July 24 that “in recent days” Hamas launched rockets from 
the area of Beit Hanoun where an UNRWA shelter is located. 4F
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• IDF documented rockets launcher pad in the vicinity of al-Mahtal Hotel in al-Shati refugee camp. 
The sign UN is clearly seen on the building's roof. (Appendix -2)5F
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• FRENCH 24 reporter documented rockets launching in the vicinity of UNRWA school.(Appendix -
3)6F

7  

Hamas’ use of UNRWA facilities and equipment for terrorist purposes  

• UNRWA reported on July 17 that approximately 20 rockets were discovered inside a vacant 
UNRWA school in Gaza. UNRWA’s press release did not specify the name of the school, the type 
of the rockets and to which organization the rockets were transferred.7F
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• UNRWA reported on July 22 that rockets were discovered in a vacant school in Gaza. UNRWA’s 
press release did not specify the name of the school, the type and the number of the rockets 
and to which organization the rockets were transferred. 8F

9  

• UNRWA reported on July 30 that rockets were discovered in a school in Gaza. According its press 
release (which for an unknown reason was not posted on the UNRWA website) UNRWA could 
not send a UN munitions expert to disarm and remove the weapons “because of fighting in the 
vicinity.” UNRWA did not specify the name of the school, the type and the number of the 
rockets and to which organization the rockets were eventually transferred. 9F
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• The IDF Spokesperson reported on July 26 that IDF forces discovered in an attack tunnel 
equipment belonging to UNRWA, including flour sacs bearing the UNRWA emblem, that were 
used by Hamas to conceal the removal of the sand during the digging operation. (Appendix 4) 
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Hamas’ de facto takeover of UNRWA institutions in the Gaza Strip 

The UNRWA workers union has been controlled in practice by Hamas for many years. The “Professional 
List”, headed by senior Hamas activist Suheil Al-Hindi, won a landslide victory in the elections for the 
UNRWA workers union held in September 2012. 

In the elections, in which nearly 11,500 employees of UNRWA voted, the “Professional List” which is 
affiliated with Hamas won all 11 seats allocated to the teachers’ sector, 6 of 7 seats in the employees’ 
sector, and 8 out of 9 seats in the service sector. 

The "Al-Karama (Honor) List", affiliated with the Islamic Jihad organization, also participated in the 
elections, whereas the Fatah movement chose to boycott them, claiming that Hamas controls the 
UNRWA workers union and limits its activities. 

The bloc affiliated with Hamas also won the previous election for the UNRWA workers union by an 
overwhelming majority. Lists affiliated with Hamas, Islamic Jihad, the PLO (uniting representatives of the 
PFLP, Fatah and the People's Party) and the independents took part in the 2009 elections. 17 
representatives of Hamas (63%), four from the PFLP, four from Fatah, one from the People’s Party and 
one from the independents were elected to the union, which includes 27 members.11F
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Examples of terrorists who were employed in senior positions and taught in UNRWA institutions 

 

Suheil Al-Hindi - Al-Hindi, who in the past also headed the teachers’ sector at UNRWA, does not hide his 
affinity for the Hamas organization and takes part in overt political activities as its representative. In his 
capacity and as a supervisor of student summer camps, al-Hindi has a tremendous impact on the 
UNRWA education system and the contents taught in it. 

In July 2001, al-Hindi attended a ceremony at a school at the Jabaliya refugee camp along with Hamas 
leader Ahmed Yassin. In his address to outstanding students, he spoke in praise of suicide bombers who 
graduated from the Palestinian educational system and explained that “the road to Palestine passes 
through the blood of martyrs. The student martyrs shape history through their (exploding) their body 
parts”. 

UNRWA's management is well aware, at least since 2004, of the fact that Suheil al-Hindi, who headed 
the UNRWA teachers sector, is a senior Hamas activist who supports jihad against Israel and suicide 
bombings. UNRWA spokesman Chris Gunness officially acknowledged this in an article posted on Ynet 
on January 27, 200912F

13, in which he  referred to an article exposing the activities of Hamas in UNRWA 
schools. 13 F

14 Nevertheless, Suheil al-Hindi continues to be employed by UNRWA, which chooses to ignore 
the reports in the media about his being a senior Hamas activist. 14 F
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Issa Abd al-Hadi al-Batran - Al-Batran was born in 1973 in the al-Bureij refugee camp in Gaza. He studied 
at UNRWA's elementary and middle schools, at the Khaled al-Hassan high school, the Gaza Training 
Center (UNRWA) and the al-Quds Open University. 15 F

16 For years al-Batran was employed as a teacher in 
UNRWA's schools in the central district of the Gaza Strip even though UNRWA heads were aware of the 
fact that he serves in a senior role in the Al-Qassam Brigades and was several times a target for 
assassination by the IDF. 16 F

17 He was eventually fired from UNRWA in 2009, after he was seriously 
wounded in a work accident as part of his activities in the Al-Qassam Brigades. 

 

Awad Al-Qiq - An Israeli airstrike on a workshop for the manufacturing of weapons in Rafah on April 30, 
2008, killed Awad Al-Qiq, a teacher, educator and principal in UNRWA schools who at the same time 
served as head of the engineering and weapons manufacturing unit of the Jihad Islamic Gaza in the 
Strip. 

Al-Qiq was one of the senior operatives in charge of manufacturing and developing rockets for the 
Islamic Jihad, preparing bombs and weapons and training generations of "engineers" on the basis of his 
knowledge. In the summer of 2006 Al-Qiq visited China where he showed an interest in light aircraft, 
possibly for the purpose of purchasing and production in order to carry out attacks against Israel. 

Al-Qiq’s activities in the field of terrorism were exposed in September 2007, when he survived an Israeli 
assassination attempt. Nevertheless, he continued to serve as a teacher, educator and director of 
UNRWA schools and engaged in the education of children and youth in summer camps. It is unclear why 
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UNRWA failed to dismiss him from any role in teaching and education in its institutions after his terrorist 
activities were exposed.17F

18 

 

Said Siam - Siam, who was a close associate and confidant of the leader of Hamas, Khaled Mashaal, and 
later was appointed interior minister in the Hamas government and was in charge of the military forces 
in the Gaza Strip, served for 23 years a teacher and educator in UNRWA schools. Until 2003 Siam was 
Hamas’ representative in the Coordinating Committee of the National and Islamic Forces, which 
coordinated activities within the framework of the Al-Aqsa Intifada. Despite being a well-known senior 
activist in Hamas, UNRWA did not take steps to remove him from its ranks.18F

19 

 

Zuheir al-Qaisi  - Al-Qaisi, who was a senior commander in the Popular Resistance Committees terrorist  
organization, served for years as a mathematics teacher in UNRWA schools while also being a member 
of a terrorist organization (the Rafik Salemi groups). 19F

20   

The activities of the “Islamic Bloc” in UNRWA schools 

"Al-Kutla Al-Islamiya" (the Islamic Bloc) is the official wing of Hamas, which operates in the educational 
institutions in the Gaza Strip (and in the West Bank), starting from elementary schools, junior high 
schools (including the management of UNRWA) as well as in high schools, colleges and universities. 

The “Islamic Bloc’s” strategy in elementary and middle schools focuses on an attempt to attract the 
students to the various activities conducted by the organization, and which are meant to strengthen ties 
with the students, their faith in Islam and gradually bring them closer to Hamas ideology until they 
become activists in the movement and in its military wing. 
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In every school, including schools run by UNRWA, Hamas appoints a representative who heads the 
“Islamic Bloc’s” branch, and he serves as a liaison for the group and is responsible for enlisting the 
students to the “Islamic Bloc” and for organizing activities in the school and after school hours. 20F
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The direct route from UNRWA schools to the Al-Qassam Brigades 

The activities by the "Islamic Bloc" are an important means for Hamas to carry out indoctrination of the 
younger generation, both in state-run schools and in UNRWA schools in the Gaza Strip, and pave the 
way for the recruitment of the students to the ranks of Hamas and eventually to the Al-Qassam 
Brigades. 

An examination of the resumes of the Al-Qassam Brigades activists who were killed reveals a pattern 
that repeats itself. Dozens of activists in the Al-Qassam Brigades started out as activists in the “Islamic 
Bloc" in UNRWA schools in the Gaza Strip, joined Hamas and the Muslim Brotherhood and later the 
military wing of Hamas, the Izz al-Din al-Qassam Brigades. All of them were involved in terrorist activities 
against Israel or in fighting against the IDF. 

Islamic Jihad activity in UNRWA schools 

The Islamic Jihad through its representatives in the Staff Union and its students’ organization al-Rabita 
al-Islmaiya (a.k.a al-Rabita) is also active in schools run by UNRWA in the Gaza Strip.  

For example, on November 12, 2013 senior members of al-Rabita visited Abasan middle school in east 
Khan Yunis for having a discussion on student issues with the principle, Nabil Sarafandi. Mundhir Abu 
Drar, al-Rabita’s coordinator in east Khan Yunis office, Wisam abu Khater, coordinator of schools issues 
in the districts of east Khan Yunis and members of the public outreach wing of the Islamic Jihad were in 
attendance. The principle, Nabil Sarafandi, said that al-Rabita activists regularly visited his school and 
held activities inside its premises in order to follow-up on students’ issues.21F

22   

Textbooks in UNRWA schools educate towards jihad against Israel  

The comprehensive study by Dr. Arnon Gross of the textbooks used in UNRWA schools found that there 
they included content that implements the adherence to the so-called "right of return" of Palestinian 
refugees and their descendants to the State of Israel, and even encourages a violent struggle against 
Israel. Some of these contents include learning songs that emphasize the violent return of refugees and 
mention the term jihad in this context, by presenting the violent struggle as a means to liberate 
Palestine and by glorifying martyrdom in this context as a noble death that one should strive for. 

As well, these books include expressions of hatred against Jews and Israel that are reflected through 
literary passages that include dehumanization and demonization, as well as claims that do away with the 
Israeli and Jewish presence in Israel using false information. This is done by presenting Palestine, and 
not Israel, as one of the countries of the Levant, by failing to mention the six million Jews who reside in 
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Israel (as opposed to mentions of Israeli Arabs) among the legitimate inhabitants of the country, 
presenting Jewish holy places as Muslim holy sites that were stolen by the Jews and removing the 
Hebrew from a stamp used during the British Mandate.22F

23  

Summary 

It was not a surprise that rockets were found in UNRWA schools, that UNRWA equipment was used for 
the operational needs of terrorist organizations in Gaza, and that UNRWA institutions have become 
targets of fighting, and that one of them was booby-trapped and an attack tunnel was dug out of it. 

Over the years, UNRWA has become a convenient surrogate for terrorist organizations, led by Hamas, 
which unrestrictedly dominates the UNRWA workers union, and its men (along with educators from the 
Islamic Jihad and other groups) are the ones who educate generations of descendants of Palestinian 
refugees about the values of jihad against Israel and all infidels. 

Hamas’s takeover of the UNRWA institutions and UNRWA staff should set off alarms regarding the 
possibility of funding given by donor countries (primarily  the United States) finding its way to financing 
the salaries of Hamas and Islamic Jihad activists. 

Beyond the issue of terrorism, UNRWA and the Palestinian leadership assist through their policies in 
perpetuating the problem and misery of the refugees. The Palestinian Authority and the Hamas 
government do not lift a finger to rehabilitate the refugee camps. On the contrary: the Palestinian 
leadership has made it clear that the government will not settle the refugees in the settlement areas 
evacuated by Israel during the 2005 Disengagement, in order to maintain their right “to return”. 

But this claim is baseless. Improving the conditions of the refugees does not reduce from the demand 
for return or compensation, as it is maintained for the Palestinian refugees currently living outside the 
camps (as well as for Jews who were expelled from Arab countries). It seems as though the interests of 
the Hamas government and UNRWA are one and the same in this regard: to prevent the dismantling of 
the refugee camps, despite the severe distress that leads to extremism, as part of the nurturing of the 
dream of return to Palestine. In a situation such as this, there is no justification for the continued 
existence of UNRWA, if the organization sees its entire purpose in maintaining the misery of refugees in 
the camps, and certainly after the deep involvement of the terrorist organization in the last month has 
been exposed. 

An immediate and independent investigation is required into the infiltration of Palestinian terrorist 
groups into UNRWA and the use of its facilities for the purpose of terrorist attacks and rocket storage as 
well as the transferring of UNRWA equipment to be used by Gaza terrorist organizations. 
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Aid to UNRWA must be conditioned upon changing the curricula which teach about hatred and serve to 
perpetuate the hatred, on the removal of terrorists from the institutions of the UN agency and on the 
organization's commitment to act to dismantle the refugee camps that are under Palestinian control and 
to rehabilitate the refugees in new and spacious communities. 
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